Blood-Brain Barrier Physiology
The blood-brain barrier is composed of tightly packed endothelial cells within the capillaries of the brain. The tight junctions between the cells prevent potentially toxic substances from the peripheral blood from penetrating brain tissue and the central nervous system (cns) (Brown & Davis, 2002) . The junctions can block molecules with a molecular weight greater than 500 daltons. lipid-soluble drugs and small molecules can penetrate the barrier, but larger molecules must be transported across (Brown & Davis). The brain, like the eyes and testes, has an almost complete absence of T and B lymphocytes, and, therefore, is an immunoprivileged site (Espejo & martin, 2007) . The blood-brain barrier contributes to the immune privilege of the cns; however, significant cross talk and bidirectional communication occur between the cns and the immune system (maier, 2003) . in addition, the release of proinflammatory Purpose/Objectives: To review the effects of chemotherapeutic agents on the blood-brain barrier as related to cytokine release and cognitive impairment.
Data Sources: PubMed database. Data Synthesis: The recent findings that standard doses of chemotherapy agents reach higher than expected levels in the brain and cerebral spinal fluid are being investigated as a potential etiology for the cognitive impairment seen in patients receiving chemotherapy for cancer. Chemotherapy and chemotherapy-related neurotoxicity are associated with the release of proinflammatory cytokines, substances related to sickness behavior (e.g., decreased ability to concentrate). Chemotherapy-related oxidative stress is an additional mechanism hypothesized to induce cognitive impairment. Cognitive impairment from chemotherapy is estimated to occur in 17%-75% of patients, and 17%-35% may suffer from long-term effects.
Conclusions: Further research is needed to identify the patients most at risk for cognitive impairment from chemotherapy. Prospective studies that evaluate appropriate interventions and control for age, intelligence quotient, education level, hormonal status, fatigue, anxiety, depression, chemotherapy regimen, and genetic status are needed.
Implications for Nursing: Changes in cognitive function are associated with significant effects on patients' quality of life. Oncology nurses must be aware of chemotherapy's effects on the brain to appropriately assess and educate patients and their families. In addition, nurses should develop plans of care to prevent or manage chemotherapyrelated cognitive impairment after more intervention information is obtained.
Key Points . . . ➤ The release of proinflammatory cytokines in the peripheral blood leads to penetration of the blood-brain barrier and production of proinflammatory cytokines in the central nervous system.
➤ Proinflammatory cytokine release is associated with sickness behavior, which includes changes in cognitive function.
➤ The association of cytokine release and cognitive impairment experienced by patients receiving chemotherapy is under investigation.
